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1 Introduction

• Natural language abounds with semantically affirmative expressions in which
one or more morphemes standardly thought to correspond to negation are
present (examples from Horn 2010a,b).1

(1) a. I miss not seeing you. ≈ ‘I miss seeing you.’
b. How can I keep from not worrying? ≈ ‘How can I keep from

worrying?’
c. plus que je ne pensais ‘more than I know’ (French)
d. No

NEG
ga-lo
has-S.CL

magnà
eaten

tuto!
everything

‘He ate everything!’ (Paduan)
e. Mne

me.DAT
xorosho
good

gde
where

by
SBJV

ja
I

ni
NEG

byl.
was

‘I’m fine wherever I am.’ (Russian)

• In this talk, I will focus primarily on one such expression, the New England
So AUXn’t NP construction (henceforth SAN), which involves the negative
marker n’t, but has affirmative force: (2b) is truth-conditionally equivalent to
(2c), and not to (2d).2

(2) a. I play guitar.
b. Yeah, but so don’t I.
c. = Yeah, but I do too.
d. �= Yeah, but I don’t either.

– SAN has only been discussed, or even mentioned, by a small number of au-
thors (Labov 1972; Lawler 1974; Horn 1978, 2010a,b; Freeman 2004; Pappas
2004; Wood 2008), often in passing.

‡Thanks to Mark Baltin, Chris Barker, Larry Horn and Paul Postal for discussion of some of this
material. The SAN judgments in this paper come mostly from my own intuitions and discussion with
Melinda Kaye Wilson and Joanne Deming, to whom I’d like to express my gratitude for their time.

→ The extent of its geographic distribution is unknown.

→ Very little is known about its grammatical properties.

– One primary goal of this talk is to provide a thorough description of the mor-
phosyntax, semantics, and pragmatics of this construction.

– The second primary goal of this talk is to compare SAN with exclamatives of
the sort in (3).

(3) a. Don’t you look pretty! ≈ ‘You look very pretty!’
b. Aren’t they fortunate! ≈ ‘They are very fortunate!’
c. Wouldn’t you like to know! ≈ ‘You would really like to know.’

– I will claim that SAN and exclamatives such as (3) have a number of properties
in common.

– They differ in that unlike SAN, these exclamatives require the presence of
some kind of scalar element within the clause. This restriction is not found
with SAN.

(4) Exclamatives
a. * Well isn’t that a bus!
b. Well isn’t that a big bus!

(5) So AUXn’t NP
a. This is a bus, but so isn’t that.
b. This is a big bus, but so isn’t that.

• I will propose that this requirement derives from A�-movement of a null degree
element to the left periphery of the clause.

→ If this is correct, than the main difference between SAN and exclama-
tives will actually turn out to reflect a close syntactic similarity. This
similarity not only makes it unsurprising that SAN exists, but moreover
makes it seem surprising that SAN is so limited among English dialects.

– That is, given the widespread existence of exclamatives of the sort in (3), and
their similarity to SAN, the hard question is why other dialects lack SAN.
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2 So AUXn’t NP – Basic Properties and Productivity

• SAN can occur with any auxiliary compatible with n’t, and with all kinds of
subjects.3

– (6a-b) use aren’t, and (6c-d) use the modals shouldn’t and wouldn’t, respec-
tively.

– (6a) has a quantified DP, (6b-c) have definite DPs with the, and (6d) has an
-ing gerund subject (everybody actually paying taxes).

(6) a. Went here the other night with a girlfriend. Sure it’s trendy, but
so aren’t most NYC clubs.

b. I so agree - we do need to let go and laugh and live. And we
so need our gal pals - hubbys and kids and other family are
essential for most of us, but so aren’t the gals in our lives.

c. Yes, the “Somalis” should be treated with respect but so
shouldn’t the Americans.

d. National healthcare would be great, but so wouldn’t every-
body actually paying taxes.

• Further illustrations:

(7) Melinda is intelligent...
a. . . . but so isn’t John/he.
b. . . . but so aren’t I/you/we/they.

(8) Alice: You should be more careful.
Fred: So shouldn’t John/you/he/they.

• Quantified subjects:

(9) a. That is a huge drop and I too never make snide comments about
how much GM workers get paid cause I too would want a job
that paid that much and so wouldn’t everyone else.

b. Not only would I greatly appreciate it, but so wouldn’t every
man or woman living with cancer today!

c. Not only should SuperMoto, and road bike racers in general,
check their stems, but so shouldn’t all street bike riders.

• Limited to so in its ‘also’ use, and it is limited to cases with subject-aux inver-
sion. The facts in (10-12) were originally pointed out by Lawler (1974).

– No similar construction exists for the negative neither.

(10) * He can(’t) touch the ceiling, and neither can’t I.

– It is obligatorily affirmative and cannot take a negative antecedent
clause.4

(11) * He can’t touch the ceiling, but so can’t I.5

– There is no non-inverted version with too.

(12) * Bill is going to school, and Harry isn’t too.

• That inversion itself is required can be shown by looking at the few cases
where this kind of so does not require inversion, namely in correlative con-
structions introduced by just as. The following is an example from a literature
textbook (Annas and Rosen 2007:1530).

(13) Just as persuasion may be found in narrative nonfictional prose, so
narrative elements are often part of rhetorical non-fictional prose.

– SAN is possible in the just as correlative, but only when subject-aux inversion
takes place.

(14) a. Just as some parents ignore their children, so don’t some
children ignore their parents.

b. * Just as some parents ignore their children, so some children
don’t ignore their parents.

• There is a curious restriction on SAN. While ordinary so-inversion allows an
optional too (15a), this is sharply impossible with SAN (15b).

(15) a. Just as some parents ignore their children, so (too) do some
children ignore their parents.

b. Just as some parents ignore their children, so (*too) don’t some
children ignore their parents.
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– This is a positional constraint, because too can appear at the end of the clause.

(16) a. They play well, but so don’t we, too.
b. They play well, but so do we, too.

• Properties of SAN – summary:

– All auxiliaries compatible with n’t can be used.

– All subject types are possible (pronouns, proper names, definite DPs,
quantified DPs, gerunds, etc.)

– Affirmative despite the presence of n’t (more on this next)—antecedent
clause must also be affirmative.

– Subject-aux inversion obligatory.

– No counterpart with neither or too exists.

– Too may not appear between so and the auxiliary (i.e. *So too AUXn’t
NP).

3 So AUXn’t NP – Pragmatic properties and the force of negation

• In general, SAN can be used when the speaker believes there to be a mismatch
between his beliefs and his addressee’s beliefs. The most common case of this
is when a speaker says something which carries an (exhaustivity) implicature
which is not correct.

(17) a. Melinda: Why are you going to bed so early?
b. John: Because I have to teach early tomorrow.
c. Melinda: Well so don’t I, and you don’t see me going to bed

so early.

– In this dialogue, Melinda interprets John’s answer to her question as implying
that she, unlike him, does not have to teach early in the morning.

– It is as though John’s answer contained an implicit unlike you, as in, “Well
unlike you, I have to teach early in the morning.” Melinda’s response is similar
to something like the double negation sentence in (18).

(18) I don’t not have to teach early tomorrow too.

• This kind of implicature negation can be targeted at the addressee as well, such
as in the following dialogue.

(19) a. John: You’re so funny—you always get so nervous before your
evaluation.

b. Melinda: So don’t you! So wouldn’t anyone who had a boss like
mine!

– Here, John’s statement is taken to imply that Melinda is unique or exceptional
in getting nervous before evaluations. Melinda’s response is targeted at this
implication, since she thinks there is nothing exceptional about her in this
regard.

• It is not necessary to be talking about discourse participants, as shown in the
following dialogue.

(20) a. Melinda: I can’t believe they chose Alice for that promotion
instead of Helga.

b. John: Well Helga IS very often late to work.

c. Melinda: But so isn’t Alice!

d. John: Is she really?

e. Melinda: Yes! And Helga’s a much better worker!

f. John: Yeah, that’s true.

– John’s supposition is based on his belief, which turns out to be incorrect, that
a relevant difference between Alice and Helga is that Helga is often late to
work. Melinda rejects this by saying that it’s not the case that Alice isn’t also
very often late for work.
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• Whenever SAN is used, it obligatory forces this reading (i.e. where speaker
assumed that the addressee assumed the corresponding negative statement).

– In the following dialogue, where there is no implication that Melinda would
not be hungry as well, it is very odd to use the SAN.

(21) Context: John and Melinda have both slept in on a Saturday, and each
would expect the other to be hungry.

a. John: Have you eaten yet?

b. Melinda: No.

c. John: I’m hungry.

d. # Melinda: So aren’t I.

e. John: Umm... I never said you weren’t.

– Melinda’s response here would come off as exceptionally defensive, and inap-
propriate for the circumstances.

• However, it is also not strictly necessary that a discourse participant intend to
imply the negative proposition which is to be rejected. SAN can also be used
when the proposition is just surprising or unexpected.

(22) a. Steve: I’m from Merrimack.

b. Nick: No kidding! So aren’t I!

– Here, the surprise comes from the fact that Steve probably assumed that Nick
was not from Merrimack. Nick’s response expresses something like (23).

(23) You asserted that you are from Merrimack. It is not often that one
encounters people from one’s hometown, so you probably assumed
that I am not from Merrimack. But in fact, it’s (surprisingly) not
the case that I’m not from Merrimack!

4 Affirmative despite negative morphology

4.1 NPIs and PPIs

• The n’t of SAN cannot license NPIs.

(24) *NPI with SAN
a. * Some swimmers showed up at the zero-gravity expo, but so

didn’t any astronauts.
b. * Some swimmers showed up at the zero-gravity expo, but so did

any astronauts.

• Larry Horn (p.c.) points out to me that there are cases where NPIs appear in
the subject position of a SAN construction, but that they are all cases where
this is possible with ordinary so-inversion as well.

– That is, they involve ‘free choice any’, licensed in these cases by relative
clauses.

– The example in (25a), from the web, illustrates this when compared to the
(Standard English) version without n’t.

(25) a. Jennifer is having problems, but so wouldn’t anyone who went
through what she did...

b. Jennifer is having problems, but so would anyone who went
through what she did...

• A similar test, pointed out to me by Larry Horn (p.c.), involves disjunction
(Horn 1972; LeGrand 1974). In English, or is conjunctive when under the
scope of negation. For example, consider the sentence in (26).

(26) John didn’t hold his breath underwater for longer than 30 seconds,
but neither did Mike or Joanne.

– The second clause is interpreted to mean that both Mike and Joanne were,
in addition to John, unable to hold their breath underwater for more than 30
seconds. This sentence would be false if Mike had held his breath for longer
than 30 seconds, but Joanne did not.

– The negative marker neither scopes over the subject, and requires the negative
proposition to hold of each disjunct.
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– In contrast, SAN never allows a conjunctive reading with or. The examples in
(27) do not differ in this respect.

(27) a. John held his breath underwater for 30 seconds, but so did
Mike or Joanne.

b. John held his breath underwater for 30 seconds, but so didn’t
Mike or Joanne.

– Both (27a) and (27b) can be true if either Mike or Joanne held his/her breath
for 30 seconds. It is not necessary that the proposition apply to both of them,
unlike in (26).

• Similarly, PPIs are possible with SAN, where they are ungrammatical with
neither-inversion.

(28) *PPI with neither-inversion
a. * Some swimmers didn’t show up, but neither did some

astronauts.
b. Some swimmers didn’t show up. � ∃ > ¬

* ¬ > ∃
(29) �PPI with SAN

a. Sure, some guitarists wanted to play, but so did some
drummers.

b. Sure, some guitarists wanted to play, but so didn’t some
drummers.

(30) a. I know that the professors wanted to ask some questions, but so
did some students.

b. I know that the professors wanted to ask some questions, but so
didn’t some students.

(31) a. Some dogs are mean, but so are some cats.
b. Some dogs are mean, but so aren’t some cats.

• Exclamatives with n’t seem to behave more clearly like SAN and affirmative
sentences, in that NPIs are impossible and PPIs are possible.

(32) �PPI with exclamatives
a. * Well aren’t you going anywhere special!
b. Well aren’t you going somewhere special!

4.2 Tag Questions

• In English, an affirmative sentence can be followed by a negative tag, and a
negative sentence can be followed by an affirmative tag, but not the other way
around.6

(33) a. He doesn’t play guitar, does he?

b. He plays guitar, doesn’t he?

(34) a. * He doesn’t play guitar, doesn’t he?

b. * He plays guitar, does he?

• SAN is possible only with a negative tag, like Standard English so-inversion
and unlike neither-inversion.

(35) SAN – negative tag, like affirmative sentences

A: He knows how to swim.

B: Well so don’t we, don’t we?

B:� * Well so don’t we, do we?

(36) Standard so-inversion – negative tag, like affirmative sentences

A: He knows how to swim.

B: Well so do we, don’t we?

B:� * Well so do we, do we?

(37) Standard so-inversion – affirmative tag, like negative sentences

A: He doesn’t know how to swim.

B: * Well neither do we, don’t we?

B:� Well neither do we, do we?

→ This shows that the proposition expressed by the SAN construction does not
have negative force.

• Negative exclamatives are not possible with tag questions, so they cannot be
submitted to this test.7
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4.3 Scope of too

• The additive focus particle too is very odd under the scope of negation.

(38) a. ? They didn’t go to class, and we didn’t go too. too > ¬
b. * They went to class, but we didn’t go too. ¬ > too

• With Standard English so-inversion sentences, it is possible to add too to the
end of the sentence, but this is not possible with neither-inversion sentences.

(39) a. The girls went to class, but so did the boys, too.
b. * The girls didn’t go to class, but neither did the boys, too.

• Once again, SAN allows too, like Standard English so-inversion and unlike
neither-inversion.

(40) The girls went to class, but so didn’t the boys, too.

• Exclamatives behave like SAN with respect to this test. It is possible in such
exclamatives to use the focus particle too, but either is clearly out, as demon-
strated by the contrast in (41).

(41) a. Well aren’t you pretty too!
b. * Well aren’t you pretty either!

4.4 (Not) Even

• Only negative sentences can be continued by not even X. Affirmative sentences
must be continued by even X. This is illustrated in the following sentences.

(42) a. They didn’t finish cleaning the kitchen, not even with all the
help they had.

b. They finished cleaning the kitchen, even with all the difficulties
they faced.

c. * They finished cleaning the kitchen, not even with all the help
they had.

• Standard English so-inversion sentences as well as the SAN sentences also
resist not even X, unlike neither-inversion sentences.

(43) a. We didn’t finish, but neither did they, not even with all the help
they had.

b. They finished, but so did we, even with all the difficulties we
faced.

c. They finished, but so didn’t we, even with all the difficulties we
faced.

(44) a. * They finished, but so did we, not even with all the difficulties
we faced.

b. * They finished, but so didn’t we, not even with all the difficulties
we faced.

• Exclamatives behave the same way as affirmatives, allowing even and disal-
lowing not even.

(45) Exclamatives
a. Well aren’t you happy, even blissful!
b. * Well aren’t you happy, not even blissful!
c. * Well aren’t you happy, not even content!

4.5 ‘Until’ Achievements

• Achievements, when affirmative, are very odd with until modifiers.

(46) a. ?* The boys discovered the hole in the wall until 6:00 PM.
b. ?* The boys discovered the hole in the wall until they moved that

painting.

• When the sentence is negated, on the other hand, the achievment reading is
possible, with the meaning that the achievement occurred at precisely what-
ever time is described by the until modifier.

(47) a. The boys didn’t discover the hole in the wall until 6:00 PM.
b. The boys didn’t discover the hole in the wall until they moved

that painting.

• Thus, these sentences mean that the boys did discover a whole in the wall at
6:00 PM or when they moved the painting; but not before.
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• Applying this test to Standard English so-inversion, neither-inversion, and
SAN, we see that so-inversion and SAN pattern together with the affirmative
sentences above, and neither-inversion with the negative sentences.

(48) a. They didn’t discover the hole in the wall, but neither did we
until we happened to move that painting.

b. They didn’t discover the hole in the wall, but neither did we
until just last night at 11:00 PM.

(49) a. * They discovered the hole in the wall, but so didn’t we until we
happened to move that painting.

b. * They discovered the hole in the wall, but so didn’t we until just
last night at 11:00 PM.

(50) a. * They discovered the hole in the wall, but so did we until we
happened to move that painting.

b. * They discovered the hole in the wall, but so did we until just
last night at 11:00 PM.

• Exclamatives also behave like affirmatives with respect to this tests

(51) Exclamatives

a. Well didn’t you discover a big hole!

b. * Well didn’t you discover a big hole until 6:00 P.M.!

4.6 Summary of negation tests

• This section shows that for a battery of negation tests, SAN, as well as excla-
matives with n’t and subject-aux inversion, are affirmative, despite the pres-
ence of n’t.

5 Differences between SAN and exclamatives

• One difference between SAN and exclamatives seen above is that tag ques-
tions are not possible with exclamatives, but possible with SAN.

• Another major difference between the two is that exclamatives seem to require
something scalar in the clause.

(52) Exclamatives
a. * Well isn’t that a bus!
b. Well isn’t that a big bus!

(53) So AUXn’t NP
a. This is a bus, but so isn’t that.
b. This is a big bus, but so isn’t that.

• Zanuttini and Portner (2003:62) claim that one of the distinguishing charac-
terisitics of exclamative clauses is a wh-dependency, and speculate that a null
operator is at work in certain yes-no exclamatives.

• The scalar restriction in exclamatives would make sense if such clauses in-
volve movement of a null degree operator to the left periphery of the clause.
(Here, all caps indicates non-pronunciation.)

(54) a. Isn’t that a big bus!
= DEG/SUCH isn’t that tsuch a big bus

b. Aren’t you pretty!
= DEG/SO aren’t you tso pretty

• There are two pieces of evidence in favor of this idea. First, exclamatives of
this sort are quite odd with overt degree modifiers (Geukens 1989:136).

(55) a. ?* Isn’t that such a big bus!
b. ?* Isn’t that a very big bus!
c. ?* Aren’t you so pretty!
d. ?* Aren’t you very pretty!

• Geukens (1989:136) claims that this can be accounted for on the basis of
the pragmatics of exclamative constructions—namely, that the exclamative al-
ready implies some extreme degree, so that degree cannot be further specified.

– He also claims that these elements cannot themselves be further modified, but
this is not true. Degree elements such so can modify them.

(56) a. She was so very pretty.
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b. The bus was so very big.

– Since so can modify very, the latter cannot be excluded from exclamatives on
the basis that it would require them to be “further intensified.”

– Even if the claim were true, then it only begs the question: why do exclamative
clauses express such extreme degrees—and precisely when overt degree ele-
ments ‘disappear’? Natural language does not eschew redundancy—in form
or use—so the unavailability of overt degree modifiers requires some expla-
nation related to the mapping of syntax to semantic/information structure.8

• The present proposal is that the ‘extreme’ reading of exclamatives and the
disappearance of degree modifiers is indeed related, but with a syntactic un-
derpinning.

• A second piece of evidence for this is that if the scalar element is embedded
in an island, the exclamative is quite bad. In the direct object of a complement
clause, it gets a bit better, suggesting movement.

(57) a. * Isn’t that the bus [that you thought was DEG big]!
b. * Doesn’t he play guitar [while singing DEG a long song]!
c. ? Don’t you think [you’re DEG a big star]!

• In fact, there is independent evidence for the existence of such a null operator
in language. In Icelandic, degree questions are expressed with an apparent
left-branch extraction, where a wh-word moves independent of the head it
modifies, as in (58a).

• Interestingly, in Northern Norwegian, this element is apparently null, as seen
in (58b).

(58) a. Hvað
what

ert-u
are-you

gammall?
old

‘How old are you?’ (Icelandic)
b. Er

are
du
you

gammel?
old

‘How old are you?’ (Northern Norwegian)
(Svenonius and Kennedy 2006:134)

• This same wh-element is also present in certain Icelandic exclamatives, as
shown by Jónsson (2010).9

(59) Icelandic
a. Hvað

what
þessi
this

mynd
picture

er
is

falleg!
beautiful

‘How beautiful this picture is!’
b. Rosalega

extremely
var
was

hann
he

fljótur!
quick

‘How extremely quick he was!’
c. Mikið

much
voru
were

ferðamennirnir
the.tourists

óheppnir!
unlucky

‘How unlucky the tourists were!’ (Jónsson 2010:38, 43, 45)

• Both mikið ‘much’ and rosalega ‘extremely’ can be fronted at the same time.

(60) Mikið
much

rosalega
extremely

var
was

hann
he

fljótur!
quick

‘How unbelievably quick he was!’ (Jónsson 2010:46)

• Jónsson (2010) shows that these are not base-generated in the left-periphery
with the data in (61), which show that they obey island constraints.

(61) a. * Rosalega
extremely

var
was

ég
I

sofandi
asleep

[meðan
while

hann
he

var
was

fljótur]!
quick

b. * Mikið
much

var
was

ég
I

sofandi
asleep

[meðan
while

hann
he

var
was

fljótur]!
quick

• Despite this, Jónsson (2010) points out that mikið ‘much’, unlike rosalega
‘extremely’, is rather bad when left to the position to the left of the adjective.

(62) a. Hann
he

var
was

rosalega
extremely

fljótur.
quick

‘He was extremely quick.’
b. ?? Ferðamennirnir

the.tourists
voru
were

mikið
much

óheppnir.
unlucky

(Jónsson 2010:44-5)

• This shows that there can be a movement dependency between a degree ele-
ment and a scalar element where the degree element cannot stay in situ, which
resembles many wh-dependencies (in the canonical cases).
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6 So, too, and polarity

• In Wood (2008), I proposed that so in Standard English so-inversion is an
affirmative polarity marker—a morpheme akin to the n- in n-either.

• This was based mostly on paradigmatic considerations such as the following.

(63) a. They might be there. If so/not, . . .
b. i. John: You didn’t walk the dogs. Melinda: I did SO!

ii. John: You forgot to walk the dogs. Melinda: I did NOT!
c. I think so/not, I hope so/not, etc.

• Note that so-inversion and neither-inversion act complementarily as affirma-
tion/negation tests in Klima (1964).

(64) a. Joanne doesn’t play guitar, and neither does Melinda.
b. * Joanne doesn’t play guitar, and so does Melinda.
c. John plays guitar, and so does Simon.
d. * John plays guitar, and neither does Simon.

• Either is, independently of so-/neither-inversion, the NPI counterpart of too in
many constructions.

(65) a. A: I like dogs. B: I do too.
b. A: I don’t trust birds. B: I don’t either.

(66) a. A: I’m tired. B: Me too.
b. A: I’m not tired. B: Me either.

• These paradigms are automatically accounted for if so and n- are [AFF] and
[NEG], respectively, and too and either are polarity-sensitive counterparts of
one another, as schematized in (67).

(67) Polarity Marker Focus Particle
Affirmative so too so too
Negative n- either neither

• Note so-inversion is not the only construction where the two differ as to what
can/must be pronounced.

(68) a. A: I’m tired. B: Me (*so) too.
b. A: I’m not tired. B: Me (n)either.

• In the construction in (68), the polarity marker is either impossible (a) or op-
tional (b). In so-/neither-inversion, it is the focus marker that is either optional
(70a) or obligatory (70b).

(69) a. So (too) do I.
b. N*(either) do I.

• The polarity marker is obligatory for both.

(70) a. * Too do I.
b. * Either do I.

• So and too also seem to have a close relationship in degree configurations,
suggesting that we are not dealing with homophones. However, they cannot
occur together overtly.

(71) Degree so/too
a. I’m so tired.
b. I’m too tired.
c. * I’m { so too / too so } tired.
d. I’m so very tired.
e. * I’m { too very / very too } tired.

• It is possible that so and too do not cooccur here, even in silent forms. They
have different meanings, and they have a selectional relationship with different
kinds of clauses.

(72) a. I’m so tired that I can’t stay awake.
b. * I’m too tired that I can’t stay awake.
c. * I’m so tired to stay awake.
d. I’m too tired to stay awake.

• The adjective alone cannot select such clauses.

(73) a. * I’m tired that I can’t stay awake.
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b. * I’m tired to stay awake.

• Possibly, so and too in degree environments are related to a common null
morpheme. However, the overlap between so and too is not complete: too
does not as easily modify elements like very, as seen above. Nevertheless, the
contrast is not always so sharp:

(74) a. ? I’m too incredibly tired for such nonsense.
b. I’m so incredibly tired right now.

• Too does seem to be more directly related to specifying a degree, whereas so
itself leaves this open.

• It does seem very plausible that the two so’s are related. Given the hypothesis
above, I’ll tentatively take this ‘degree’ so to be an affirmative polarity marker
as well.10

7 NEG in CP—the effect of subject-aux inversion

• The appearance of n’t in the CP domain plausibly has a role in its apparent
lack of a negative interpretation. What are the possible causes/effects of n’t in
CP?

(75) n’t reflects an abstract inflectional morpheme, only indirectly related
to negation. Its appearance in CP has a different function than in TP.

(76) The TP domain has an open polarity variable when [NEG] moves to
CP (cf. Holmberg 2001, 2003, 2007)

(77) Creates a question environment—[p ∨ ¬p] or perhaps [¬p ∨ ¬(¬p)]

• I will not have much to say about (75) today, but it is possible that inflectional
negation such as n’t reflects a dependency with different operators in different
domains.

• (76) is related to (77), which I will pursue here.

• If both affirmative and negative yes-no questions created [p∨¬p], it would be
surprising that negative yes-no questions have different syntactic, semantic,
and pragmatic effects.

• However, if it were simply a matter of opening up the polarity of TP, then
[p ∨ ¬p] would be what we expect.

• Suppose instead that movement of a negative morpheme were akin to A�

movement, which has the property of creating two interpretive positions—the
low ‘thematic’ position and the high ‘scopal/quantificational’ position.

• I propose that movement of [NEG] to CP does just this, creating [¬p∨¬(¬p)].

– If this is a question-answer pair, then yes will pick out the affirmative
alternative, ¬(¬p) or p, whichever is available.

→ N.B. languages can be morphologically sensitive to the distinction be-
tween ¬(¬p) and p—Icelandic uses jú ‘yes (or ‘not no’)’ for ¬(¬p) and
já ‘yes’ for p (GuDmundsson 1970).

• If this is not a question-answer pair, some other operator must get rid of the
propositional disjunction.

– So might reflect an operator capable of doing this, if it marks affirmative po-
larity.

(78) So doesn’t John (play guitar).

CP
¬(¬p)

Soj C�

¬p ∨ ¬(¬p)

C
[NEG]i

TP
¬p

John T�

T
[NEG]i

. . .

<so>j TOO play guitar
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– Similarly for exclamatives:

(79) Aren’t you pretty!

CP
¬(¬p)

SOj C�

¬p ∨ ¬(¬p)

C
[NEG]i

TP
¬p

you T�

T
[NEG]i

. . .

<SO>j pretty

• The ‘extremeness’ interpretation of exclamatives comes from the mechanics
of resolving a question-answer pair clause internally.

• On a pragmatic level, the syntax here has a rather iconic flavor. C� reflects the
speaker’s beliefs—in yes-no questions, SAN, and in exclamatives—and TP
reflects a proposition implicated or somehow expected.11

• Note that movement of [NEG] is not the only way to turn a negative n’t into
a clause with affirmative semantics. For example, if clauses can apparently
have a similar effect, but without head movement past the subject.

(80) I was starting to wonder if this wasn’t the worst day of my life, (*not)
even worse than the time I fell off that cliff.

• Though I don’t have the time to investigate these more closely, I would sus-
pect that their derivation should have common syntactic and semantic under-
pinnings.

8 Conclusion

• As mentioned in the introduction, the question of how to understand the dif-
ference between SAN dialects and non-SAN dialects remains.

• Given the negative exclamatives, the existence of degree so, its close connec-
tion with too and plausibly with the so of so-inversion, the existence of SAN
is not surprising—what is surprising is its absence in other dialects.

• In order to shed some light on the difference, the properties of movement of
degree and polarity elements need to be interstood in greater detail.

• Another possible avenue, alluded to briefly above, is to critically examine what
it is that n’t reflects in the first place. Given metalinguistic negation, it is
arguably not a simple propositional negation operator.

(81) I didn’t [m´̃ıy@n1̌] to solve {some/*any} of the problems—I
[mǽn1̌d] to solve some of the problems.

(Horn 1985:135)

• Another important question is how n’t in affirmative sentences relates to other
negation morphemes in affirmative sentences cross-linguistically, e.g. the pre-
suppositional negation morphemes discussed in Zanuttini (1997) and else-
where.

• Finally, it seems that the existence/properties of affirmative (or maybe ‘em-
phatic’; cf. Laka 1990) polarity markers—if they exist—are much less studied
than negative polarity markers.

• Related to this point, the properties of English so and related morphemes in
other languages, whether they are ‘affirmative polarity markers’ or not, will
be crucial to a more complete understanding of polarity phenomena in natural
language.
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Notes

1The following abbreviations are used in this paper: DAT = ‘dative’, NEG = ‘negative’, SBJV =
subjunctive, S.CL = ‘subject clitic’.

2The “extra” negation in the expressions in (1a-b) probably have a different source from the ones
discussed in this talk. (1a) seems to be a psychological activity predicate, where its internal argument
is the ‘Target/Subject Matter’ of Pesetsky (1995). That is, the event ‘not seeing you’ is the cause
of my experiencing ‘missing’. A similar explanation probably extends to (1b), but I will not be
discussing this sort of extra negation today.

3The examples in (6) were found on a Google search, and are all grammatical for me and my
informants.

4I will refer to the clause which licenses the additive so as the ‘antecedent clause’.
5 Examples of this kind can be found online, and I have occasionally encountered speakers who

find them to be marginally acceptable; they usually say that it sounds sarcastic or ‘cheeky’, so it is
hard to know how to characterize the phenomenon without in-depth work with such speakers, which
I have not done. Importantly, they are ungrammatical for speakers of the dialect in question. All of
my informants unequivocally rejected such sentences, often asking what such an expression could
possibly mean.

6For some speakers, a sentence like (34b) is possible, with a very different intontation from (33b).
(For me, the second he in (34b) has a lower pitch than the first he, whereas the second he in (34a)
has a higher pitch than the first he.) The acceptable reading of (34b) also makes a very different
pragmatic contribution, where the speaker expresses doubt or disgust at the subject of the sentence;
it is more natural when preceded by oh, as in Oh he’s a professional, is he? I will henceforth ignore
this reading of tag questions completely. As far as I know, this reading does not arise in sentences
like (34a).

7This fact itself calls for an explanation, however.
8For example, this kind of reasoning would lead us to expect forms such as So do I, too and So

too do I to be ungrammatical, contrary to fact. Suppose they were ungrammatical—this could then
be ‘explained’ by saying that a sentence with an ‘also’-like meaning cannot be further modified by
an ‘also’-like element. But the examples are grammatical, as are many natural language expressions
with ‘extra’ elements, so it does not seem that (55) can be ruled out in this way.

9When the wh-element is used in exclamatives, the verb does not move past the subject. Other
degree elements are possible as well, and when they are used without the wh-element, the verb moves,
as seen in (59b-c).

10Possibly related to assertion of the associate clause So tired that... (despite the fact that this
clause can be negative).

11For example, yes-no exclamatives with negation are ordinarily uttered in a situation where the
speaker is answering an implicit question, e.g.: A: Want to see pictures of my new puppy? B: Sure...
well isn’t he cute! (Implicit: Do you think I have a cute puppy?). The speaker thus presents the
implicit question along with its answer by responding with a negative exclamative.
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